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Know where are your fixed asset inventory is in real time
with our easy-to-use system. Track and maintain inventory

and generate reports in the most efficient way.
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FOR FIXED
ASSET
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Our new program responds to all your needs. We

designed the home page in a comprehensive and user-

friendly way. Every button and window has been

carefully designed to give the user immediate access to

the desired information.

One Vision Asset Manager is an innovative and useful tool
that offers useful features such as the ability to pair a Bluetooth
handheld scanner, and the capability of saving data in the
cloudforbetteraccessandfastreactionsforallyourprocesses.

SIMPLE
DESIGN

For more than 20 years we have bee working

with maintenance and inventory controls for the

Public Housing Authority. Now we are focusing

on the Fixed Asset Management application that

is simple and intuitive and provides important

element that for tracking your assets.

The first step is to uniquely identify each and every item. Most items,

including electronic equipment are already identified with a serial number

or a tag ID, but they don’t always provide a way to scan the barcode.

These items require an asset tracking system, but in some cases such

a capability is either not provided or is unable to be read. One Vision

Asset Manager offers a third way of identifying assets by placing an

internal barcode which allows the user to search for a specific asset in

three different ways, (tag id, serial number or our asset ID). That is where

these tags play their part, once you’ve got a method for identifying every

asset, then you’re well on your way to taking full control of your inventory.

The system allows you track Inventory under and over $500, and

also the ability to track non-inventory.

One Vision Asset Manager offers the tools that you need for fixed asset management in one single
page. With our responsive web to serve desktop and mobile devices, you can see any of your fixed
assets on the go with any device that has access to a web browser.

One Vision Asset Manager offers the tools that you need for fixed asset
management in one single page. Conducting audits can be a very time
consuming and tedious process. Our system shortens the time you
spend working on the audit.

We provide a simple and powerful solution. Just pair a Bluetooth
scanner, scan the items at the same time the items are added to the
audit process, and when you have completed the audit simply print the
report. The report will show which items are on the inventory and which
Items are missing from the report.
The system allows the user to select a full or partial audit base on one
or more locations.

WE ARE PASSIONATE
AT WHAT WE DO

ASSET TRACKING

ASSET MANAGER

AUDIT



The Asset window shows all your fixed assets for
the project. The user is working on one single
grid, in which you can search a record filtered by
the user’s preference. The user can: add a new
record; modify the record; sort different fields;
filter the information select a fixed asset and edit
on the same page.

When you edit a fixed item, all the information
related for the selected item will displayed on one
single screen. You can add Word, Excel, PDF
documents to each item.

OUR GRID

02
GRID & FEATURES

Enable pagination in order to have

the grid page though your data for

you. Implement custom or virtual

paging to offer position which will

best suit your end user experience.

PAGING DATA

Multi-column sorting works as a

natural extension to basic single-

column sorting. Provide a sorting

expression of you own to match

the specific needs of the

application.

SORTING DATA

Let your users upload single or

multiple files with item selection. You

could upload word documents, excel

documents, pdf documents and

jpeg, gif and png files.

FILE UPLOAD

The different grid columns may

provide different suitable filter inputs

like date pickers, numbers text

boxes, and drop down lists.

FILTER DATA
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One Vision Asset Manager Audit features quick
scanning solutions when conducting an audit. The
program allows you easily take control of your
inventory. The system assists you in locating, tracking,
monitoring and improving on the use and maintenance
of your assets. One Vision Asset Manager is suitable
for all sizes, and allows you to validate and track your
assets.

The scanning process can be initiated very quickly and
simply. Just pair the scanner to your laptop or tablet via
Bluetooth. After your scanner is paired and ready and
go, create a Full Audit or Partial Audit. Then scan the
barcode location and look for the barcode that has
been placed on the asset and scanned. The system
automatically searches by one of the three fields
(Serial No., Tag ID or Asset ID) and once located, the
system adds to the Audit in process. The user is able
to scan a new location and continue scanning items
until the scanning process is complete. At the end of
the process, the user simply needs to print the audit
report, which will reflect the items that are in the
inventory and those that are missing or that have not
been scanned.
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WE ARE DRIVEN BY CREATING
EXPERIENCES THAT DELIVER
ACCURATE RESULTS FOR YOUR
BUSINESS.

CORE
COMPETENCIES

SCANNING PROCESS

SIMPLE UI

SYNC CAPABILITIES

REPORTING

Track all Inventory

SCANNING

WE OFFER
YOU
ALL THE BEST

03

PAIR. SCAN. PRINT
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EDIT
WINDOW

DETAILS01 In the edit window the user can input all the information that is going to

be used to identify that asset in our system. The user should select the

project, item description, assigned person, Assigned project, location

Serial No., Tag ID, Company ID, Company ID Model Brand and more.

Photos can also be uploaded for better description of the item. All

Fields Needed for the “Administracion de Vivienda Publica (AVP)”.

02
In the accounting window the user inputs all the
values of the item being edited. The user can
access information such the invoice amount, the
invoice number and check number, the vendor,
the assigned funds and the GL account.

03
In the comments, the user can input any comment
or note that could be useful or important
information regarding the specific item.

04 WARRANTY

In this tab you input the information regarding
the item warranty of the item, such as the
starting date which the warranty was issued, the
time of which the warranty will be active and the
life of the item in which it will be useful. Also the
vendor contract information, in case of a claim of
the warranty for an specific fixed asset

FILES05 The files window allow the user to upload any type
of documents in pdf, jpeg and others format. Any
file uploaded to the files window will be attached to
the asset selected.

EDITING

04

ACCOUNTING

COMMENTS
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The transfer window is of great importance to asset management. When dealing with
a large inventory one of the key aspects to allow you to be in full control of your

inventory is knowing the location of the asset.

OUR SOLUTIONS

Large inventories are usually housed in warehouses. The most
common challenge in inventory control is keeping track of the
location of each asset. There may be items that are transferred
tovariouslocationsfortemporaryuse,andtheneventuallytransferred
back to the original location. When the auditors are engaged
in audit process, some of the items may appear to be missing.

We created the transfer window to assist in this asset control challenge.
The windows allows the user to register the asset and track to whom it
was given, as well the asset’s location. When filing out the information
requested in transfer window, the user is able to scan the item. When
the auditor complete the audit process the system will generate a report
with a list of the items which are not in their original location and advise
the user where the asset has been transferred.

TRANSFERS

TRANSFERING

05

THE CHALLENGE



One Vision Asset Manager assists you in tracking asset

tools within the project to carry out routine maintenance

tasks. It is important to know the tools that are kept in the

warehouse or have been moved (“in or out”), which

employee is in possession of the equipment, and when the

equipment has been returned. In a complex project it is very

easy to lose track of the equipment that is outside the

warehouse.

With One Vision Asset Manager you will never lose track of

your equipment, whether it is in the warehouse or outside of

the warehouse.

Assign Tools

06
Assign Tools Features
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One Vision Asset Manager provides its users

with the correct report formats, designed by the

requirements of the “Administración de Vivienda

Publica”(Public Housing Administration). All of

these reports are accessible in the report

window and can be exported to Adobe, Excel

and other formats.

ALL OF THE
REPORT FORMAT IS
COMPATIBLE WITH THE
“ADMINISTRACIÓN DE
VIVIENDA PUBLICA”
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REPORTS

REPORTING
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Etiquetas para codigo de barra “Inventario decomizado”

Barcode Lables Seized Asset

“Inventario de Equipo”

“Inventario invservible”

“Inventario de equipo por localizacion”

“Inventario menor de $500”

“Inventario sin numero de Tag ID”

“Inventario mayor de $500”

FIXED ASSETS

USLESS ASSETS

BY LOCATION

NEW INVENTORY

NO TAG ID

NEW INVENTORY
$500+
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And More ...
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